Hands-Free, Under PPE, COVID-19
Workflow Communication

Introduction

Without effective communication,
patients cannot be moved through
a hospital. And yet with a highly
infectious virus like COVID-19,
the simple act of communicating
using conventional tools can put
care providers and patients at risk
and potentially create bottlenecks
in the care continuum.
Vocera® hands-free, voice-controlled
communication is an essential part of
the protective equipment care teams
need. Our technology provides clear,
secure communication underneath
even the most restrictive PPE.

Less need to don and doff keeps
caregivers safer, enables higher quality
care, and helps preserve scarce
PPE resources. And eliminating
the need to disinfect or clean
communication devices between
every patient saves valuable time.

Communicate and collaborate productively using
the device that suits your role and workflow.

Seven Strategies to Stay Safe
While Staying Connected

Most of the strategic use cases
on these pages were created
by our customers. Our service
and support teams at Vocera
can help implement many of
these use cases at no cost if
you don’t have time or are not
sure how. Large deployments of
some more complex use cases
(such as strategies six and seven
listed at right) may require a
paid services engagement; ask
about our special COVID-19
pricing promotions.

Be notified immediately of a patient’s COVID-19 test
result or when risk factors are present.
Communicate instantly with the entire incident response
or infection-control team.
Mobilize your COVID-19 leadership team.

Easily reach community resources outside the hospital.

Easily reach users inside or outside the hospital from
outside the hospital.
Receive real-time bed cleanup notifications.

Safely communicate with patients and families in pop-up
bed locations.

Be notified immediately of a patient’s COVID-19
test result or when risk factors are present.
Configure your solution to
allow caregivers to receive
immediate notifications from
your lab system or clinical
surveillance system about
positive or negative results.
Critical lab values and patient
vitals indicating COVID-19 can
be sent from the electronic
health record to clinicians.
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Communicate instantly with the entire incidentresponse or infection-control team.
Configure a variety of
COVID-19 response groups
so users can quickly and
easily call or send a message
to all members of the group
without needing to know
names or numbers.
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Mobilize your COVID-19 leadership team.

Configure message templates
to quickly communicate urgent
information to your leadership
group. Examples include
an urgent request to join a
conference call, or updates
on triage area backlog.
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Easily reach community resources outside
the hospital.
Add outside numbers to
your Global Address Book
on the Vocera Voice server.
This will allow care team
members to call directly
to the local department of
health, surrounding hospital
command center, infectious
disease office, local clinics,
and more – without needing
to search for phone numbers
or connect to a telephone.
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Easily reach users inside or outside the hospital
from outside the hospital.
Configure your solution so
users outside the hospital can
call a direct access number,
authenticate, and use the
Vocera Genie to call another
Vocera user or a number in the
Global Address Book on the
Vocera Voice Server. This saves
precious time and eliminates
the need to ask an operator or
unit secretary to find a person
manually. It’s essential in a
time when more people are
working outside of the hospital.
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Receive real-time bed cleanup notifications.

A bed-cleaning request alert
can be sent automatically
to EVS staff on their Vocera
Badge or Smartbadge when
patient discharge or transfer
information is entered into
the electronic health record.
EVS staff verbally responds to
prompts when the cleaning is
in progress and complete. The
responses automatically update
your bed management solution
in real time to help accelerate
room turnover workflows
and increase capacity.
For this use case, ask
about our special COVID-19
pricing promotions.
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Safely communicate with patients and families
in pop-up bed locations.
Many hospitals are establishing
pop-up bed locations
by expanding the use of
existing hospital space and/
or extending to locations
beyond the hospital. These
environments present
challenges to communication
between care teams, patients,
and families due to a lack
of nurse call systems, and
the need to wear PPE and
keep patients isolated.
A feature called care team
connect for use with the
Vocera Badge and Smartbadge
helps restore the human
connection between care
teams and patients.

“Auto Answer”
Hands-Free Call

“Call Room 4 Bed 1”
Help restore the human connection among care teams and patients:
•
•
•

Nurses and doctors can communicate with a patient safely from outside the
patient room (for example, to round), without having to don and doff PPE.
Patients can easily initiate communication with the right
care team member without leaving the bed.
Nurses can bring patients and families together in a conversation.

For this use case, ask about our special COVID-19 pricing promotions.
Vocera hardware and software are not intended to replace a UL 1069 nurse call system. The care team connect
feature is intended to enable communication between patients and care teams in temporary bed locations.

Be Assured We
Are Here for You

Vocera will continue to make every
resource available to support our
customers who are on the front
lines of COVID-19 response.
Our support teams around
the globe are providing 24x7
support to help our customers
through this crisis. We are
prepared and ready to deliver the
highest quality support through
remote and onsite services.
Our clinical teams can do remote
gap assessments without
disrupting your work, and can
create urgent-communication
groups for infection-control and
COVID-19 response teams.

Our professional services teams
can help you expand your Vocera
deployment to include everyone
participating in your COVID-19
response effort, and provide
remote training to new users.
And our technical services and
customer support teams are ready
to troubleshoot issues and work
with you to resolve them quickly.
Talk to one of our experts and
discover more strategic use
cases for helping care teams
communicate more effectively
in the face of COVID-19.

Find contact information
and resources on how to
overcome the challenges of
communicating in a pandemic
on our COVID-19 resource page:
www.vocera.com/covid.
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